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 Venus Pipes & Tubes is a Gujarat-based manufacturer and exporter of welded and 

seamless stainless steel (SS) pipes and tubes. The company started a manufacturing 

plant in Dhaneti (Kutch), Gujarat in 2015.  

 Venus plans to expand its capacity from 10.8ktpa to 24ktpa and set up capacity of 

9.6ktpa to manufacture mother hollow pipes, a backward integration for seamless 

pipes. Company expects capex plan completion by December 2022. 

 The company’s IPO comprises a fresh issue of shares, and majority of the IPO proceeds 

will be utilised for capex spending (expected INR130cr). As per media reports, it is 

looking to raise INR175-200cr. 

 

A manufacturer of SS pipes and tubes with strong growth plans  

Venus manufactures SS pipes and tubes at its Kutch facility located 55km from Kandla Port 

and 75km from Mundra Port. Of the 10.8ktpa capacity, 3.6kt is dedicated to seamless SS 

pipes and 7.2kt for welded SS pipes. The company plans to expand its seamless capacity to 

9.6ktpa and welded capacity to 14.4ktpa, in addition to 9.6ktpa of new capacity towards 

backward integration to manufacture mother hollow pipes used as raw material for the 

seamless division.  

 

New product offerings and backward integration to boost margins  

New product offerings and backward integration will help expand margins as Venus will 

offer pipes of various diameters and confirm better quality standards in seamless due to in-

house manufacturing of mother hollow pipes. This will also help meet the quality 

requirements of customers as per BIS norms. SS seamless pipe margins have the potential 

to reach 20% from the current 14%, while SS welded margins can increase to 17% from 13%, 

in our view. 

 

A key beneficiary of capex in chemical and engineering sector 

SS pipes and tubes are used across the chemical, engineering, pharmaceutical, and food 

processing industries, among others. Venus derives around 33% of its sales from Chemicals 

(19%) and Engineering (14%). Around 10% of the capex for a chemical plant is in the form 

of SS pipes and tubes. Major chemical companies have capex plans of around INR18,000cr 

over the medium term. Venus is a certified supplier to most chemical companies in Gujarat, 

and its top 10 customers account for around 35–40% of its sales.   

 

China export rebate cessation and BIS norms provide industry tailwinds 

China is the largest exporter of SS tubes and pipes to India and accounts for nearly half of 

India’s total imports. Effective May 2021, the Chinese government cancelled export rebates 

(13%) on seamless pipes and tubes and other steel products to encourage Chinese steel 

manufacturers to focus on the domestic market. This move is expected to benefit steel pipe 

and tube manufacturers in India as Chinese steel becomes costlier. Moreover, only BIS-

certified products can now be used for all projects in the country, which may lead to import 

substitution.  

 

Year to March (INR Cr)        FY19 FY20 FY21 

Revenue  119 178 309 

EBITDA  8 12 35 

EBITDA Margin (%) 7.0  6.5  11.2  

Net Profit  4 4 24 

RoACE (%) 17% 19% 49% 

RoAE (%) 32% 29% 84% 

Source: Company Data 
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Business Structure 
 

Venus Pipes & Tubes 

 

Venus manufactures and exports stainless steel (SS) pipes and tubes with total production capacity of 10.8ktpa and a 

manufacturing facility in Dhaneti (Kutch), Gujarat. It broadly deals in the B2B supply of two types of SS pipes and tubes - 

seamless and welded. 

 

Seamless 

(~33% of capacity) 

Welded  

(~67% of capacity) 

 Capacity: As of FY21, the total capacity for seamless pipes/tubes 

stood at 3.6ktpa. Currently, the company manufactures seamless 

pipes/tubes of 6–114.3 mm in size.  

 Volumes: The company produced 3.3kt in FY21, operating at a 

utilisation rate of 92%.  

 Expansion plan: The company aims to increase capacity from 

3.6ktpa to 9.6ktpa and produce high-diameter pipes of up to 

168.3mm. This includes the installation of a pilger plant. 

 Raw material: SS mother hollow pipes are mainly imported from 

China, Malaysia, Indonesia, etc. The company plans to backward 

integrate the manufacturing of mother hollow pipes. 

 Capacity: As of FY21, the total capacity for welded pipes/tubes 

stood at 7.2ktpa. The company currently manufactures 

welded pipes/tubes of 6–219.3 mm in size. 

 Volumes: The company produced 6.6kt in FY21, operating at a 

utilisation rate of 92%.  

 Expansion plan: The company aims to increase capacity from 

7.2ktpa to 14.4ktpa, in addition to 9.6ktpa of mother hollow 

pipes (backward integration) and produce diameters of up to 

1,219.2mm. This includes the installation of an LSAW (A358) 

plant. 

 Raw material: SS coils/strips are imported or domestically 

sourced. 

 

 

 

 

Total pipe/tube capacity of Venus 

increased from 6.9ktpa in FY19 to 10.8ktpa 

in FY21, with seamless increasing by 71% 

and welded by 50%.  

 Both the divisions are operating at near-

full utilisation. Given the demand trend, 

the management has embarked on 

capacity expansion, more than doubling 

in FY23/24E.   

 Proceeds from the fresh issue will 

be mainly used to finance capital 

expenditure of INR105cr and 

working capital needs of INR30cr. 

 

 INR cr FY19 FY20 FY21   INR cr FY19 FY20 FY21  
 Issue 

(shares) 
  

Prod. 

Vol., kt 
4.2 7.7 9.9  ROCE 17 19 49  Fresh Issue  5.07m 

Revenue 119 178 309  CFO -7 2 11     

EBITDA 8 12 35  Debt 29 43 38     

PAT 4 4 24          

 
Source: Edelweiss Wealth Research 
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Industry Charts 
 

Exhibit 1: Global SS pipes & tube market to register CAGR of 4% 
until 2025 (USD bn) 

Exhibit 2: Per capita consumption of SS in India below world 
average (kg) 

 
 

 
Exhibit 3: India net importer of SS pipes & tubes, kt  

 
Exhibit 4: Indicative indigenous SS pipe/tube capacity split  

 

 

 
Exhibit 5: Indicative addressable market for Venus Exhibit 6: Planned capex by major chemical companies (INR Cr)  

 

Item Volume, ktpa 

Total SS pipe and tube domestic market 1,000  

Addressable market for Venus  280–300 

    Of which Import 45–50 

Domestic supply 235–250 

 
Source: Company Data, DRHP, Industry Participants, Edelweiss Wealth Research 
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Company Charts 
 

Exhibit 7: Venus plans to increase its capacity by 2.2x, tonnes 
Exhibit 8: Production volumes grew in line with capacity 

expansion, tonnes 

  
 

Exhibit 9: Growth in topline led by higher capacity utilisation Exhibit 10: Better utilisation levels led to margin improvement 

  

 
Exhibit 11: RoCE higher on better asset turns and margins Exhibit 12: Chemicals and Engineering key revenue drivers 

 

 
Source: Company, Edelweiss Wealth Research 
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Investment Overview 
 

I. Stainless Steel Pipe and Tube Industry 
The global SS pipe and tube industry is around 23% of the global pipe and tube industry. It is estimated to grow at 4% CAGR to 

reach INR40.8bn by FY25E. The oil and gas industry is among the major consumers for SS pipes and tubes. These are used for 

transportation of gas and liquids as well as for upstream, midstream, and downstream processing of crude oil. Most process 

industries need SS pipes and tubes at their plants due to handling of corrosive fluids often at varying temperature and pressure. 

 
Exhibit 13: Global SS pipes & tubes market to register CAGR of 4% 

until 2025 (USD bn) 
Exhibit 14: Per capita consumption of SS in India below world 

average (kg) 

 

 
Source: DRHP, Edelweiss Wealth Research 

 

India is the second largest consumer of stainless steel; however, its per capita consumption stood at 2.5kg in 2020 compared with 

the world average of 5.7kg. We believe, as a country develops, the SS consumption intensity should naturally progress towards 

the global average. Even at the plant and pipeline levels, SS consumption in developed regions such as the EU is much higher than 

India. 

 

a. More than half of SS pipes & tube demand met through Chinese imports 

India remains a net importer of SS pipes and tubes. China is the largest exporter of SS pipes and tubes to India and accounted for 

nearly 54% of India’s total imports in FY21. Effective May 2021, the Chinese government cancelled export rebates on seamless 

pipes and tubes and other steel products to encourage Chinese steel manufacturers to turn to the domestic market. This move 

is expected to benefit steel pipe and tube manufacturers in India. 

 
Exhibit 15: India net importer of SS pipes & tubes, kt 

 
Source: DRHP, Edelweiss Wealth Research 
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India’s export of SS pipes and tubes is rather diversified where India-manufactured products are supplied to more than 130 

countries across the world. In FY21, Italy, Spain, France, the USA, and the Netherlands are India’s top five markets for SS pipe and 

tube exports. Together, these countries accounted for 52% share in India’s total export earnings generated against SS pipes and 

tubes. 

 

II. Addressable market and sectoral tailwinds for Venus 
a. Addressable market for Venus around 28–30% of SS pipe and tube market, in our view 

Based on our interaction with industry participants, the overall SS pipe and tube consumption in India stands at around 1,000kt. 

This market size includes industrial and domestic applications. Venus supplies high-quality pipes for industrial use (B2B) and does 

not cater to lower-end market of domestic furniture, retail, etc. Accordingly, around 28–30% of the total market is the industrial 

market where Venus caters to customers. Of this, around 50kt of the demand is met through imports and the remaining by 

domestic manufacturers. 

 

Exhibit 16: Addressable market size for Venus 

Item Volume, ktpa 
Total SS pipe and tube domestic market 1,000  

Addressable market for Venus  280-300 

    Of which Import 45-50 

 Domestic supply 235-250 
Source: Industry Participants, Edelweiss Wealth Research 

 

This domestic demand of 235-250ktpa has kept the Indian SS pipe and tube market balanced and optimally utilised. The market 

tends to go off-balance when there is excess dumping through the import route, if any. However, as we discuss subsequently BIS 

norms and reduced Chinese imports are helping domestic manufacturers. 

 

b. Chemical sector major revenue driver for Venus 

Venus derives a significant revenue share from the chemical industry. Typically, around 10% of chemical plant’s capex is in the 

form of SS pipes and tubes. In FY21, 19% of Venus’ sales came from the chemical sector. We estimate around INR18,000cr of 

upcoming capex in the chemical industry based on the announcements made by major players. This would roughly translate to 

INR1,800cr of incremental opportunity just from this sector, notwithstanding capex of other end user industries such as 

engineering and sugar. 

 

Exhibit 17: Planned capex by major chemical companies in the medium term, INR cr 

 
Source: Company Data, Edelweiss Wealth Research 
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c. China export rebate cessation and BIS norms provide industry tailwinds 

China is the largest exporter of SS tubes and pipes to India and accounted for roughly 54% of India’s total imports in FY21. Effective 

May 2021, the Chinese government cancelled export rebates (13%) on seamless pipes and tubes and other steel products to 

encourage Chinese steel manufacturers to turn to the domestic market. This move is expected to benefit steel pipe and tube 

manufacturers in India as Chinese steel becomes costlier. Moreover, only BIS-certified products can now be used for all projects 

in the country, which may lead to import substitution.  

 

As highlighted earlier, based on the addressable market, around 50% of the domestic demand is met through imports. This is 

likely to be a major tailwind for domestic manufacturers as they seek to replace imports. Venus plans backward integration 

keeping in mind such an opportunity. In-house manufacturing of mother hollow pipe shall help it win new orders and qualify for 

various orders needing BIS certification. 

 

d. Competition – several small players and one big leader 

Venus’ addressable market for stainless steel pipes and tubes is not as crowded as that for carbon steel or low-grade SS (furniture, 

aesthetics, etc.). Key players include sector leader Ratnamani (48kt capacity), followed by Jindal SAW (30kt) among larger listed 

names and there are several smaller players such as Maxim, Shubhlaxmi, Sunrise, and Tubacex, among others. 

 

Exhibit 18: Indicative indigenous SS pipe/tube capacity split 

 
Source: Industry Data, Edelweiss Wealth Research; Note: List is not exhaustive but indicative of major players; Capacities mentioned are indigenous and player 

may have higher capacity that might cater exclusively to exports or in-house consumption 

 

Of the listed peers, only Ratnamani and Jindal SAW SS division is comparable with that of Venus, but their sales are also heavy 

skewed towards the oil and gas sector demand wherein Venus supplies only a small quantity currently. Other listed players such 

as APL Apollo and Maharashtra Seamless do not operate in SS. There are two other listed players in SS, namely, Suraj Ltd. and 

Prakash Steelage, but they are either too small or under stress. Hence, a direct comparison would be unwarranted. 
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Exhibit 19: Peer Comparison 

Name FY19 FY20 FY21 

Revenue    

Ratnamani 2,755 2,586 2,298 

Jindal SAW 12,117 11,627 10,664 

Venus 119 178 309 

    

EBITDA    

Ratnamani 407 426 400 

Jindal SAW 1,472 1,511 1,243 

Venus 8 12 35 

    

EBITDA margin    

Ratnamani 15% 16% 17% 

Jindal SAW 12% 13% 12% 

Venus 7% 7% 11% 

    

EV/EBITDA    

Ratnamani 10.2 10.1 22.6 

Jindal SAW 5.6 4.5 5.6 
Source: Company Data; Note: Consolidated Ratnamani and Jindal SAW also include their Carbon Steel divisions which are of meaningful size 

 

III. Company Overview 
Venus manufactures and exports stainless steel pipes and tubes. It has a total production capacity of 10.8kt per annum, and its 

manufacturing facility is in Dhaneti (Kutch), Gujarat. The location is approximately 55km and 75km from the Kandla and Mundra 

ports, respectively. 

 

The manufacturing facility is spread over 33,994 sqm of land, with the current set-up occupying 22,400 sqm. Of the 10.8ktpa 

capacity, 3.6kt is dedicated to seamless SS pipes and 7.2kt to welded SS pipes. Due to its proximity to the Kandla and Mundra 

ports, the company can procure raw materials and export the products at low logistic costs. Venus commenced exporting its 

products in 2017 and has exported to 18 countries, including Brazil, the UK, Israel, and countries in the European Union. 

 

Venus has separate divisions for production of seamless and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes. The end use is mostly towards 

industry, and Venus does not cater to the retail/furniture market. SS pipes and tubes are used in high-pressure and high-

temperature applications such as pressure vessels, heat exchangers, and instrumentation tubes. They have the latest product-

specific equipment and machinery, including tube mills, pilger mills, draw benches, swaging machines, pipe straightening 

machines, TIG/MIG welding systems, and plasma welding systems. Additionally, the manufacturing facility has a storage area for 

raw material and finished goods inventory and a warehouse facility at Ahmedabad. 
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Exhibit 20: Manufacturing facility in Dhaneti, Gujarat (near Kandla) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Company 

 

a. Capacity to more than double next year 

Of the 10.8ktpa capacity, 3.6kt is dedicated to seamless SS pipes and 7.2kt to welded SS pipes. Venus plans to expand its seamless 

capacity to 9.6ktpa and welded to 14.4ktpa, in addition to 9.6ktpa of new capacity towards backward integration to manufacture 

mother hollow pipes used as raw material for the seamless division.  

 

The DRHP indicates estimated deployments of proceeds towards this capex in FY22E and FY23E, which suggests new capacity may 

come online by the end of FY23. Company expects to complete capex plan by December 2022 and start commercial production 

in January 2023. Venus proposes to install the LSAW (A358) plant, which will increase production capacity of welded pipes/tubes 

from 600t per month to 1,200t per month by manufacturing welded pipes of higher diameter. Furthermore, the company 

proposes the installation of a pilger plant to increase production capacity of seamless pipes/tubes of higher diameter from 300t 

per month to 800t. 

 

Venus has already started the work towards the expansion, and it has placed orders for some of the machinery which it expects 

to receive soon. DRHP states that order for a HR CR SS slitting line and a piercing machine have been placed in October 2021. 

Venus has paid an advance of INR2.6cr for the same and balance INR14.9cr will be paid from IPO proceeds. It is yet to place orders 

of machinery for LSAW Plant and Pilger Plant. 

 

b. New products and backward integration will help margins 
Currently, Venus manufactures welded pipes/tubes of 6–219.3mm in diameter and seamless pipes/tubes of up to 6–114.3mm in 

diameter. It proposes to increase capacity to produce a wider product range, including up to 1,219.2mm for welded pipes/tubes 

of higher diameter and up to 168.3mm for seamless pipes/tubes. Additionally, it will backward integrate in the seamless division 

by producing mother hollow pipes in-house. 

 

DRHP provides a schedule for implementation of capex plan and indicates completion by December 2022 with commercial 

production by January 2023. We therefore believe it is likely to see financial impact of the expansion starting FY24. 
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Exhibit 21: Capacity and product profile 
Product Raw Material Size Capacity 

 
Seamless Pipes/Tubes 

 
Mother hollow pipes 
(to be produced in-house from SS 
bars post expansion) 
 

 
Current: 6–114.3mm 
Proposed: 6–168.3mm 

 
Current: 3.6ktpa 
Proposed: 9.6ktpa 

 
Welded Pipes/Tubes 

 
SS coils/strips 

 
Current: 6–219.3mm 
Proposed: 6–1,219.2mm 

 
Current: 7.2ktpa 
Proposed: 14.4ktpa 

 
Mother Hollow 

 
SS bars 

 
To be consumed in-house 
(backward integration) 

 
Proposed: 9.6ktpa 
 

Source: Company Data 

 

New product offerings and backward integration will help expand margins. Venus will be able to offer pipes of various diameters 

and conform to better quality standards in seamless due to in-house manufacturing of mother hollow pipes. This will also help 

meet the quality requirements of customers and conform to the BIS standard.  

 

Industry leader Ratnamani clocked overall margins of 17–19%, generally, which includes the carbon steel division as well. Its SS 

division clocked margins of 22–24%, in our view, but the company does not report SS margins separately. Therefore, Venus’ SS 

seamless pipe margins have the potential to reach 20% from the current 14%, while SS welded margins can increase to 17% 

from 13%, in our view. We do not see Venus completely closing the margin gap with Ratnamani, as the latter has a much larger 

scale and significant market share in the oil and gas market. 
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IV. Financial Analysis 
a. Strong growth driven by capacity ramp-up and end-user demand 

Venus increased its capacity from 6.9kt to 10.8kt over FY19–21. Its current capacity is running at 90% utilisation, resulting in 

revenue CAGR of 60% over the period. Venus derives its sales primarily from seamless and welded SS pipes and tubes. The main 

raw materials include SS coils and mother hollow pipes. Cost of material is 80–85%, and these are sourced from domestic or 

international suppliers (China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore) depending on cost dynamics. Additionally, it pruchases some 

goods for trading, such as fittings, that sell along with pipes. 

 
Exhibit 22: Revenue and EBITDA grew strongly as capacity ramped up, INR cr 

 
Source: DRHP 

 

Venus’ current order book stands at around INR66cr as the company does not carry long-term orders. Therefore, order book is 

not a reliable indicator of future visibility, as orders are typically executed within a quarter or two. The main revenue driver is 

end-user demand from various sectors that use SS pipes and tubes. 

 

SS pipes and tubes are marketed under the brand name “Venus” and find application in diverse industries such as chemicals, 

engineering, fertilisers, pharmaceuticals, power, food processing and paper. Venus, however, derives a large share of its revenue 

from the chemical and engineering sectors. 

 

Exhibit 23: Revenue split by end-use sector 

 
Source: DRHP 
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In FY21, revenue mix stood as follows: 61% stockists/traders, 20% chemicals (we understand Venus supplies to players such as 

Aarti and PI), 15% engineering (power, Toyo, EIL, etc.), 2% fertilisers and ~1% pharma. In terms of geographical mix, 78% sales 

came from West India (mainly Gujarat). 

 

Exhibit 24: Revenue split by geography 

 
Source: DRHP 

 

For the quarter ended June 2021, overseas markets contributed nearly 5% to the top line vis-à-vis 11.2% in FY19. To increase its 

share in the international market, Venus has appointed sole distributors in Italy and Kuwait and a marketing representative for 

servicing the European market. 

 

b. Capex to widen product offering and potentially margins 

Venus attempts to book raw material upon order receipt, thereby minimising its chances of bearing any significant raw material 

fluctuation and claims to mostly pass on the raw material price to customers. 

 

As highlighted earlier, new product offerings and backward integration will help expand margins. Venus will be able to offer pipes 

of various diameters and conform to better quality standards in seamless due to in-house manufacturing of mother hollow pipes. 

This will also help meet the quality requirements of customers and conform to the BIS standard. 

 

Exhibit 25: Current EBITDA margins to potentially improve post expansion 

 
Source: DRHP 
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Venus is currently clocking EBITDA margin of around 11%. Industry leader Ratnamani generally clocked overall margins of 17–

19%, which includes the carbon steel division as well. Its SS division clocked margins of 22–24%, in our view, though company 

does not report these separately. Therefore, Venus’ SS seamless pipe margins have the potential to reach 20% from the current 

14%, while SS welded margins can increase to 17% from 13%, in our view. 

 

Venus proposes to increase capacity from 10.8kt to 24kt in the next 12–18 months. The company plans to use majority of the 

IPO proceeds towards this INR130cr capex. The plan is to spend INR100cr towards property and plant and equipment and 

INR30cr towards working capital needs.   

 

Exhibit 26: Capex Plan 

Particulars Estimated cost 
Amount deployed as on Nov 
2021 

Estimated deployment 

 
Capex and Backward 
Integration 

 
INR108.6cr 

 
INR2.7cr 

 
FY22e: INR40.8cr 
FY23e: INR65.2cr 

 
Long-term Working Capital 
Needs 

 
INR25cr 

 
NIL 

 
FY22e: INR5cr 
FY23e: INR20cr 
 

Source: DRHP; Note: Venus has already placed orders for some of the machinery 

 

c. Moderate debt and strong RoCE profile 

Venus has moderate debt of INR38cr on its balance sheet, which is around 0.8x debt/equity. Additionally, it has an LC limit 

utilisation of INR 22cr. Working capital days generally vary between 50 and 90 days. Industry average is around 90–110 days in 

our view, and as acompany expands its product offerings, the working capital requirement typically increases.  

 

Moroever, Venus’ FY21 ROCE appears significanly high due to strong asset utilisation and improved profitability. However, we 

believe this shall moderate as Venus increases its product offerings and backward integrates. Typically, for pipe makers, utilisation 

can not reach as high as 90%, if they offer a variety of products, as they would need to change their production plan. Backward 

integration helps with better margins but the asset base increases leading to lower asset turns. 

 

Exhibit 27: ROCE profile to moderate post new capacity as Venus backward integrates 

 
Source: Company Data, Edelweiss Wealth Research 
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V. Promoter and Management Profile 
 

Pre-Issue, promoter and promoter groups hold 64.3% of the equity capital in Venus. 

 

Exhibit 28: Venus Promoters 
Name Profile 

 
Mr. Jayantiram Motiram Choudhary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mr. Jayantiraman Motiram Choudahry is the Chairman, Non-executive 
Director and Promoter of the company. 

 He has been associated with the company as Director since its 
incorporation. 

 He has over ten years of experience in the steel industry and over four 
years of experience as Director of Accuracy Shipping Limited. 

Mr. Arun Axaykumar Kothari  Mr. Arun Axay Kumar Kothari is the Promoter, Managing Director and 
CFO of the company. 

 He holds a bachelor’s degree in Commerce from Rajasthan University 
and has been a qualified Chartered Accountant since 1998 with ranks in 
all the CA stages.   

 He looks after and manages the entire accounting and financial 
operations of the company and is responsible for setting processes, 
systems and procedures in place to control and streamline the financial 
and commercial transactions of the company.  

Mr. Megharam Sagramji 

 Mr. Megharam Sagramji serves as Whole Time Director of the company 
and is Promoter of the company. 

 He has spent over 15 years in the stainless steel welded pipe and tube 
industry. 

 He is responsible for sales and marketing, customer relationship 
management and procurement and also looks after the HR activities of 
the company. 

Mr. Dhruv Mahendrakumar Patel 
 

 Mr. Dhruv Mahendra Kumar Patel is the Whole Time Director and 
Promoter of the company. 

 He holds a bachelor’s degree in Engineering from University of Pune and 
a master’s degree in Technology from CEPT University. 

 He looks after production activities, streamlining of processes and 
procedures to facilitate smooth production process and enhanced 
productivity in the manufacturing process. 

Source: Company Data 
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Exhibit 29: Venus Management Personnel 
Name Designation Profile 

Mr. Pawan Kumar Jain Company Secretary 

 A qualified company secretary with around three years of 
experience in finance, accounting and secretarial work, 
Mr. Pawan Kumar has been associated with Venus since 14 
September 2021.  
 

 He is responsible for the coordination of meetings of the 
board and shareholders of the company and secretarial 
work.  

Mr. Shishir C Sinha President (Marketing) 

 Mr. Sinha holds a bachelor’s degree in Arts from Magadh 
University and has over 30 years of experience in the 
stainless steel pipe and tube industry.  
 

 He has previously worked as Senior Vice President in 
marketing for Prakash Steelage Ltd. Mr. Sinha has been 
associated with Venus since 1 March 2021 as President 
(marketing).  

Mr. Kunal Babna 
President (Finance & 
Accounts) 

 A fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of India (ICAI) and the Institute of Company Secretary of 
India (ICSI), Mr. Babna has over 14 years of experience in 
accounting and secretarial work.  
 

 He has been associated with Venus as President (finance 
and accounts) since 1 July 2021.  

Mr. Bharat Kumar 
Prajapati 

Head - Production 

 Mr. Prajapati has a diploma in Mechanical Engineering 
from the Technical Examination Board, Gujarat. He has 
over 20 years of experience in the pipe industry.  
 

 He has previously worked with Tubacex Prakash India 
Private Limited. Mr. Prajapati has been associated with 
Venus as Head of Production since 2 September 2020. 

Source: Company Data 
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VI. Appendix 
 

Exhibit 30: Welded pipe manufacturing process 

 
Source: Company Data, Edelweiss Wealth Research 

 

1) Coil Inspection: The first step in the manufacturing of welded pipes/tubes is coil (strips) inspection. 

2) Roll Forming & TIG Welding: It is a cost-effective metal forming process taking sheet, strip or coil stock and bending/forming 

it to a continuous cross section. The process is performed between successive pairs of rolls that change shape until the desired 

section is completed. 

3) Solution Annealing: It is a heat treatment process that alters the metallurgical structure of a material to change its mechanical 

or electrical properties. Typically, this process is used to decrease the metal crack sensitivity of aged material that needs to 

be returned to a weldable state. 

4) Straightening: The process is performed to make tubes elastic and tortuous, and the large tortuosity becomes a small 

tortuosity. Therefore, steel pipes/tubes need to be repeatedly twisted and twisted in the straightening machine.  

5) Cutting: After straightening, tubes are cut to achieve the desired length. 

6) Deburrring: It is a secondary operation that enhances the final quality of the product by eliminating raised edges and 

unwanted pieces of material known as burrs. 

7) Pickling & Passivation: It is a chemical process to provide protection from corrosion and pitting. 

8) Hydrotesting: It is a pressure test for testing the strength and leaks of pipes/tubes. 

9) NDT Testing: Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a testing and analysis technique used to evaluate the properties of pipes/tubes 

for characteristic differences or welding defects and discontinuities without causing damage to the original part. 

10) Inspection & Marking: Once clearance is received from NDT testing, the final product is manually inspected and marked 

before packaging.  

11) Packing & Dispatch: The final product is packed in and weighed (ton) and dispatched to the desired location. 
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Exhibit 31: Seamless pipe manufacturing process 

 
Source: Company Data, Edelweiss Wealth Research 

 

1) Mother Hollow Inspection: Venus procures mother hollow pipes to be used in the manufacturing process of seamless 

pipes/tubes. 

2) Cold Finish Pilgering: It is a longitudinal cold-rolling process that reduces the diameter and wall thickness of metal pipes/tubes 

in a one-process step. 

3) Digressing: It is the process of removing oil, grease, dirt, loose particles and other contaminants on the surface of the metal 

and preparing it for further operations. 

4) Solution Annealing: It is a heat treatment process that alters the metallurgical structure of a material to change its mechanical 

or electrical properties. Typically, this process is used to decrease the metal crack sensitivity of aged material that needs to 

be returned to a weldable state. 

5) Straightening: The process is performed to make the tube elastic and tortuous, and the large tortuosity becomes a small 

tortuosity. Therefore, steel pipes/tubes need to be repeatedly twisted and twisted in the straightening machine.  

6) Cutting: After straightening, tubes are cut to achieve the desired length. 

7) Deburrring: It is a secondary operation that enhances the final quality of the product by eliminating raised edges and 

unwanted pieces of material known as burrs. 

8) Pickling & Passivation: It is a chemical process to provide protection from corrosion and pitting. 

9) Hydrotesting: It is a pressure test for testing the strength and leaks of pipes/tubes. 

10) NDT Testing: Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a testing and analysis technique used to evaluate the properties of pipes/tubes 

for characteristic differences or welding defects and discontinuities without causing damage to the original part. 

11) Inspection & Marking: Once clearance is received from NDT testing, the final product is manually inspected and marked 

before packaging.  

12) Packing & Dispatch: The final product is packed in and weighed (ton) and dispatched to the desired location. 
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Financials 
Income statement  

Year to March    FY19 FY20 FY21 

Income from operations 119 178 309 

Total operating expenses 110 166 275 

EBITDA 8 12 35 

Depreciation and amortisation 2 2 1 

EBIT 6 10 34 

Interest expenses 3 5 6 

Profit before tax 5 6 31 

Provision for tax 1 2 7 

Extraordinary items 0 0 0 

Profit after tax 4 4 24 

Adjusted net profit 4 4 24 

Equity shares outstanding (cr) 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Reported EPS (INR) basic 4.3  4.7  27.1  

Diluted shares (Cr) 0.9  0.9  0.9  

Adj. EPS (INR) fully diluted 4.3  4.7  27.1  

Dividend per share 0.0  0.0  0.0  

Dividend payout (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

Common size metrics as a % of net revenue 

Year to March    FY19 FY20 FY21 

Operating expenses 93.0  93.5  88.8  

Depreciation 1.7  1.2  0.3  

Interest expenditure  2.6  2.6  1.8  

EBITDA margins 7.0  6.5  11.2  

Net profit margins 3.1  2.3  7.7  

 

Growth metrics (%) 

Year to March    FY19 FY20 FY21 

Revenues 74.0  49.7  74.0  

Adj. EBITDA  16.5  40.4  198.7  

PBT 64.5  31.3  376.7  

Adj. Net profit 72.7  10.3  471.9  

Adjusted Earnings per share 63.5  11.2  473.4  
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Balance Sheet  

As on 31   FY19 FY20 FY21 

Equity share capital 9 9 9 

Reserves & surplus 3 8 31 

Shareholders funds 12 16 40 

Total Debt 29 43 38 

Other Long Term Liabilities 0 0 0 

Deferred Tax Liabilities 0.2 1 0.4 

Sources of funds 42 60 78 

Gross block 12 16 25 

Depreciation 2 4 5 

Net block 10 12 20 

Capital work in progress 0 3 0 

Total fixed assets 10 15 20 

Other Non Current Assets 0 2 1 

Inventories 36 44 44 

Sundry debtors 22 31 45 

Cash and equivalents 2 5 4 

Loans and advances 10 9 23 

Total current assets 69 90 117 

Sundry creditors and others 37 47 59 

Total CL & provisions 37 47 59 

Net current assets 32 43 58 

Uses of funds 42 60 78 

Book value per share (INR) 14 19 46 

 

Cash flow statement 

Year to March    FY19 FY20 FY21 

Net profit 4 4 24 

Add: Depreciation 2 2 1 

Add: Others 2 4 11 

Gross cash flow 8 11 36 

Less: Changes in W. C. 14 8 25 

Operating cash flow -7 2 11 

Less: Capex -2 -7 - 5 

Free cash flow -9 -5 6 
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Ratios 

Year to March     FY19 FY20 FY21 

ROAE (%) 32.3 29.1 84.1 

ROACE (%) 17.4 18.6 48.7 

Debtors (days) 66 63 53 

Current ratio 1.9  1.9  2.0  

Debt/Equity 2.3  2.3  0.8  

Inventory (days) 111 91 52 

Payable (days) 115 96 70 

Cash conversion cycle (days) 63 58 36 

Debt/EBITDA 3.5  3.7  1.1  

Adjusted debt/Equity 2.3  2.3  0.8  

 

Valuation parameters 

Year to March    FY19 FY20 FY21 

Diluted EPS (INR) 4.3  4.7  27.1  

CEPS (INR) 6.6  7.2  28.2  

Diluted P/E (x) N.A  N.A  N.A  

Price/BV(x) N.A  N.A  N.A  

EV/Sales (x) N.A  N.A  N.A  

EV/EBITDA (x) N.A  N.A  N.A  

Diluted shares O/S 0.9  0.9  0.9  

Basic EPS 4.3  4.7  27.1  

Dividend yield (%) N.A  N.A  N.A  
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